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April 18, Updated: This wonderful guest post was contributed by Lauren Bray, Managing Editor of edhat.
Santa Barbara is known for its red tile roofs, relaxing beaches, fine dining, and a burgeoning wine industry. El
Presidio E. Most visitors can be found coming off of tour buses at Mission Santa Barbara. The Presidio is a
former military installation built by the Spanish in The new owners kept the original exterior of the building
and incorporated the past into their modern updates. They serve delicious sandwiches and unique cocktails,
but try an order of their unique fried rice! El Presidio de Santa Barbara 2. The Mesa, La Mesa, or plainly
Mesa: Mesa is a section of town filtering down from Carrillo Hill right to the ocean with fantastic views of the
water and Channel Islands. Have you noticed a name thing going here? The Preserve is a rare piece of
undeveloped land that locals fought feverishly to protect and keep as an open park. Enjoy a stroll through the
trails with residents and their four-legged friends. Bring a picnic and sit close to the cliff while watching the
sunset over the ocean for a dose of romance. Before leaving, travel down Cliff Drive and check out the
Boathouse Cliff Drive for a meal or just to breathe in the sea air. Funk Zone Yanonali at Anacapa Street area:
Originally it was an industrial section of town filled with artist studios and sparse wine-tasting rooms. Muni
Wine is a small local winery that produces top-notch flavors most notably known for their Australian style
blends. Other notable places within blocks of one another are: Municipal Winemakers tasting room, Santa
Barbara. The low-key bed and breakfasts and hidden historic hotels provide an authentic Santa Barbara
experience. The Upham Hotel is the oldest continuously operating hotel in Southern California. Nestled in an
acre of English gardens, this Victorian estate was built in and boasts luxury and beauty within prime walking
distance. The historic Upham Hotel, built in Across from the Simpson House Inn is a lovely garden spread
across an entire city block. A variety of plants and a pond filled with ducks and turtles are housed here. The
space was slated to become a large apartment complex, but an anonymous donor purchased the property and
donated it to the city with the condition of being turned into a garden. Many people visit the Park-Park to
relax, eat lunch, and feed the ducks. Visit during the spring to see adorable ducklings swimming around the
pond. The Funkzone, Santa Barbara, California. Local Santa Barbara Hangouts: This is where locals go for
food, beer, music, and to watch sporting events. If you go, try a taster of the jalapeno beer brewed on location;
it will definitely clear your sinuses. For more information on their menu, you can read my restaurant review
here. Santa Barbara is a beautiful small historic town chock full of interesting nooks and crannies.
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You can help by adding to it. September Santa Barbara is notable for having a central plot around which many
of the others revolve: This killing takes place five years before the series actually begins, at which point Joe
Perkins , jailed for the murder, is paroled and returns to Santa Barbara determined to prove his innocence and
renew his relationship with Kelly Capwell, sister of the victim. The original plotline surrounded conflicts
between the wealthy Capwell and Lockridge families. Stage legend and Oscar nominee Dame Judith Anderson
received a great deal of publicity for headlining the cast as Lockridge matriarch, Minx, but other than a few
attempts to give her a major storyline, she was rarely seen. When the Lockridges staged a comeback in the
early s, the much younger Broadway and movie veteran Janis Paige assumed the part. The soap showed
promise with an early Alexis Carrington-style villainess, Augusta Lockridge Louise Sorel , but even though
critics praised her performance, her storyline was suddenly dropped and Sorel left the show. She would return
later on a recurring basis and signed a contract when the Lockridges were written back in as regular characters.
When a major earthquake hit Santa Barbara, [9] core character Danny Andrade slept through the whole thing.
Minx Lockridge was unfazed, saying that the Santa Barbara earthquake was nothing like the one in She was
later locked in an empty sarcophagus. Luckily, her grandchildren were around to let her out and she escaped
with merely a bruised ego. The others stagnate or lose televiewers. We just have now to gain the head of the
group. We have to reach this objective in seven years. However, our first purpose remains to tell attractive
stories with rich characters to give pleasure to our public. The only way to get it: The show was famous for its
comedic style and offbeat writing. For example, in the July 14, , episode, former nun Mary Duvall McCormick
Harley Jane Kozak was killed by a giant neon letter "C" for "Capwell" atop the Capwell Hotel toppling on her
while she was standing on the hotel roof during an argument this was later referenced in the American Dad!
Another example from involved Greg Hughes Paul Johansson having a dream while unconscious about Mason
and Julia being aliens and being taken to "The Capwell Zone". Crew and cast changes[ edit ] In , the Dobsons
were locked out of NBC studios after repeated attempts to fire the head writer. They sued, and were eventually
allowed to return to the program, but ratings never recovered, even as the show won three Daytime Emmys in
a row for Outstanding Drama Series. One controversial storyline involved Eden being brutally raped, and later
discovering that her assailant was her gynecologist Zack Kelton, who had examined her after her rape. Leigh
McCloskey, the actor who played the role, stated that he was uncomfortable with the storyline as he felt that
women had enough concerns about visiting gynecologists. Phelps left the series in the early s shortly after
being demoted and replaced by John Conboy as executive producer. Finally, Paul Rauch became the last
executive producer all three would later be producers on the long-running daytime series Guiding Light. Many
important actors had left the series for one reason or another. Robin Wright was the first to leave, in , to focus
on her film career following the success of The Princess Bride the previous year. Eden, Cruz, and most of the
Lockridges had been written out while new characters played by stars from other shows such as Kim Zimmer ,
Jack Wagner , and Sydney Penny took up most of the airtime. By the time Coster had resolved the issues and
returned permanently, Louise Sorel was on her way out, and Lionel was paired in a romance with C. Ratings
continued to collapse as more and more affiliates dropped the program. Many affiliates began moving the
show to earlier time periods, as early as 10 a. The final episode aired in January In the finale, Sophia and C.
This was then followed by a roll-call list of the cast and crew. The final shot consisted of executive producer
Paul Rauch standing in front of the camera, smashing a cigar under his shoe, and walking away. Cast and
characters[ edit ] Main article: Capwell, Kelly Capwell Following common daytime drama practice, over the
years the producers of Santa Barbara recast original characters multiple times. By the end of the series, almost
every original character had been recast, excluding only Eden , Cruz , Lionel , and Augusta. Out of those four,
not one stayed with the show during through the entire run. The characters of Kelly , C. Some recasts proved
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successful, most notably Jed Allan C. By , most of the original characters had either been recast a few times or
written out, and new characters arrived on the scene, causing the ratings to continue collapsing, until the show
was finally canceled. In the final episode the only remaining original actor from the pilot was Margarita
Cordova as the faithful Capwell housekeeper Rosa Andrade , although many of the original characters
remained, including C. List of Santa Barbara crew During the first three years of the show, the main crew of
SB stayed the same, with the Dobsons taking on a double duty as both head writers and executive producers.
Jeffrey Hayden served as co-executive producer during the first year, and Mary-Ellis Bunim took over after
him. In , after the Dobsons were abruptly fired, associate head writer Charles Pratt, Jr. Jill Farren Phelps took
over as executive producer and kept the position until , when she was replaced by John Conboy, although
there was a five-month transition period where both were credited. In , Pratt was fired and replaced by another
associate writer, Maralyn Thoma , but her tenure was cut short when the Dobsons finally settled in court and
returned to the series. Shortly before the Dobsons returned, Conboy was let go and Paul Rauch was brought on
as executive producer in an ill-advised last-ditch attempt at saving the floundering soap.
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